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MBERD IS CITED AMONG THE TOP-100 UNIVERSITY
A FFILI A TED THINK T A NKS IN THE WORLD

A

In the 2018 Global Go to Think Tank
Index Report of University of
Pennsylvania AMBERD Research Center
of Armenian State University of
Economics ranks 94th among the best
university affiliated think tanks in the
World.
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ABOUT
AMBERD Research Center of Armenian State
University of Economics was established in
2013. AMBERD is one of the leading think
tanks of Armenia conducting public policy and
economic research and analysis.
Research findings are disseminated among
stakeholders from public and private sector
aiming to promote solutions to the economic
issues and provide economic development.

Our research is carried out by Center based
staff and associated experts. Students of the
Armenian State University of Economics are
also involved in research.
In 2018 Center signed a Memorandum of
cooperation with the Security Council
Office of the Republic of Armenia, thus,
becoming the expert advisor outsource
partner of the Office.

MISSION STATEMENT

Our mission is to contribute towards the solution of public policy and
economic issues and to respond the multilevel challenges met by the
Armenian society and the S ate through the generation and development of
innovative ideas, research, analysis, implemen ation of educational
programs and preparation of policy recommendations for decision-makers.
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Dear friends,
AMBERD Research Center of Armenian
State University of Economics publishes
report on the activities of its 6th year.
The report presents the results of the Center
for 2018 - achievements, research findings,
publications, areas of international
cooperation.
In 2018, the attention was drawn on the
issues of financial sector, territorial
development, exports and agriculture.
The center also had an active participation in
research and development activities within
the framework of reform initiatives to
improve the activity of the Armenian State
University of Economics.

2018 was a remarkable year for AMBERD.
The Center had signed a Memorandum of
cooperation with the Security Council
Office of the Republic of Armenia, thus,
becoming the expert advisor outsource
partner of the Office.
In 2018, AMBERD was cited as among the
best university affiliated think tanks of the
world in the Global Go to Think Tank
Index Report by the University of
Pennsylvania’s Think Tanks and Civil
Societies Program.
Armen Grigoryan

Director of AMBERD Research Center of
Armenian State University of Economics
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Key areas of impact

PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS
THE STATE AND DEVELOPMENTS OF ARMENIAN FINANCIAL
MARKETS

State and development of Armenian financial markets
research project has been launched in 2016. It aims to
analyze developments in Armenian and international
financial markets, as well as developments of Armenian
financial institutions.
In 2018 the project has conducted monthly monitoring of
Armenian and international financial markets and has
published analytical reports on a monthly and quarterly
basis.
- Developments of global financial markets;
- The Central Bank of Armenia monetary policy and
foreign exchange markets;
- Armenian security markets and interbank lending
markets.
- Economic situation of the Republic of Armenia
- Developments in global commodity markets and
consumer price index of Armenia.
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
TECHNOLOGIES RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

The project was launched in 2016 and aims
to develop mechanisms for ensuring and
improving the quality of educational
process, as well as to meet information
needs of Armenian State University of
Economics.
In 2018, “Higher education reforms
strategy and long term development
program of the Republic of Armenia” has
been summed up and published. The
program was implemented by the order of
the National Institute of Education.
“ASUE 2018-22 development
strategy” was elaborated in collaboration
with the “Strategy development group” of
the Armenian State University of
Economics. The strategy was submitted to
the Management Board of the University.
The project of “The procedure for formation
research themes and groups, involvement of
students, coordination of ongoing work of
AMBERD Center” was elaborated.

In 2018, within the framework of
Armenian State University of
Economics activity improvement
program AMBERD has
implemented the following
projects:
The Armenian State
University of Economics bachelor
and master students surveys to
identify main factors of
professional orientation and the
level of students' satisfaction with
their studies.
Surveys of Armenian State
University of Economics bachelor
and master students focus groups to
identify the level of students'
satisfaction with University
information flows and resources
(educational infrastructure).
Surveys of focus groups composed
of the heads of administrative
divisions and chairs, as well as
administrative and academic staff
members to identify the level of
University staff satisfaction with
information flows and resources.
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COOPERATION WITH THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS OF PARLIAMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF
ARMENIA

In 2018 within the framework of cooperation with
the Standing Committee on Economic Affairs of
National Assembly (Parliament) AMBERD
provided expertise of the following draft laws,
projects, and submitted a package
of relevant proposals:
- Annual Activity Program of National Statistical
Service of the Republic of Armenia for the year
2018;
- 2017 Annual Activity Report and Annual
Activity Program for 2018 of the State
Commission for the Protection of Economic
Competition of the Republic of Armenia;
- Draft “On Making Amendments to the Republic
of Armenia Law ‘On Foreign investments’”;
- Draft “On Making Amendments to the Republic
of Armenia Law ‘On Free economic zones’”;
- Draft “On Making Amendments to the Republic
of Armenia Law ‘On Energy’”;
- Draft “On Making Amendments to the Republic
of Armenia Law ‘On Licensing’”;
- Draft “On Making Amendments to the Republic
of Armenia Tax Code”;
- The proposal of the State Commission for the
Protection of Economic Competition of the
Republic of Armenia on Amendments to parallel
importation;
- Agreement on the Customs Code of the Eurasian
Economic Union.

AMBERD researchers
participated in discussions
organized by the Committee on
policy issues of the following
state institutions: the Republic
of Armenia Ministry of
Economic Development and
Investments, Ministry of
Transport, Communication and
Information Technologies,
State Tourism Committee,
State Revenue Committee,
“Small and Medium
Entrepreneurship Development
National Center” Fund.
In 2018, AMBERD has
prepared and published
Summary of the outcomes of
parliamentary hearings on “The
Causes of the Rise in Prices of
Certain Goods and Possibilities
of Mitigating the Inflation”.
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COOPERATION
AMBERD RESEARCH CENTER IS THE EXPERT ADVISOR
OUTSOURCE PARTNER OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL OFFICE OF
THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA

On December 2018, a Memorandum
of cooperation was signed between
AMBERD Research Center and the
Security Council Office of the
Republic of Armenia, thus,
becoming expert advisor outsource
partner of the Office. AMBERD
provides advice to the Office during
discussions on various issues in the
field of economic security, economic
issues and comprehensive analysis
of the draft of strategic documents,
development of policy
recommendations.
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TOURISM EDUCATION AND LABOR MARKET IN THE REPUBLIC
OF ARMENIA

On April 2018, AMBERD organized and hosted
a round table-discussion on tourism education
management and improvement of educationlabor market linkages. The heads of chairs and
lecturers of state and non-state universities and
colleges, representatives of the government,
representatives of the tourism industry were
present at the discussion. Modules of tourism
educational programs of higher and secondary
vocational educational institutions of Armenia,
learning outcomes of modules, short-term
trainings by private educational institutions,
current gaps in the preparation of specialists,
labor market requirements as well as interaction
between labor market and education system were
discussed.

Tourism is one of the most
dynamically developing sectors of
Armenian economy and is
declared a priority sector of the
economy.
Effective organization of tourism
education is crucial for the
preparation of qualified and
competent professionals in line
with the requirements of the labor
market.
Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior
researcher of AMBERD
conducted research on tourism
education and labor market to
find out the professional skills of
tourism sector's specialists and
the expectations of labor market,
the gaps, problems and offered
suggestions for tourism education
improvement and development of
education-labor market linkages.
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MODEL OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN TAVUSH
AND LORI MARZES (Administrative regions)
Head of research team: Dr. Zoya Tadevosyan, Professor
Research team members: Diana Galoyan, Narek Kesoyan, Tadevos Avetisyan,

Albert Hayrapetyan, Liana Isayan, Hamlet Mkrtchyan

Team activities launched on October 2018. Research aims at assessing the
potential of socio-economic development in Tavush and Lori marzes, to identify
untapped opportunities and barriers to business, to elaborate strategy and models
of sustainable development based on practical priorities of new productions
organization, investments attraction, more efficient use of marzes’ potential by
studying factors of investment environment improvement.
Studies are conducted in Lori and Tavush marzes in cooperation with business
community, farmers, expert groups, as well as with responsible people of
banking system with lending offers.
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IMPACT OF COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
DECENTRALIZATION ON MACROECONOMIC STABILITY IN THE
REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA

Head of research team: Tsovinar Karapetyan, PhD, Associate professor
Research team members: Arpenik Muradyan, Vanine Yeranosyan, Seda Alikhanyan,

Nare Abrahamyan, Armine Sahakyan, Lida Khachatryan, Erik Grigoryan

Team activities launched on October 2018. Research aims at assessing the
possibilities for community economic development and decentralization, to
reveal its impact on macroeconomic stability in the Republic of Armenia.
Research team studies functional dependency between decentralization and level
of socio-economic development, as well as the issues of balanced regional
development and elaborates ways of enhancing the decentralization
effectiveness and community economic development.
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PUBLICATIONS

ARMENIAN RESIDENTIAL DIRECTORY
The book “Armenian Residential Directory” provides information
on rural and urban settlements of Armenia, their geographical,
economic-geographical location, as well as agricultural activities
of urban settlements and employment. Settlements which used
to be rural decades ago are referred as current part of nearby
cities, still being based on agricultural activities. The book is
valuable for geographers, economists, territorial administration
bodies, relevant government agencies and readers.

THINK TANKS IN THE POLITICAL SYSTEM
In the political processes of the last decade role of a new
public policy subject is increasing permanently. These new
public policy establishments are called think tanks.
Participation issues of those centers in modern political
processes are discussed in this work, in particular, the entity
of think tanks, formation and development conditions, the role
in system of modern political players, and, in this context, the
specifications and development prospects of think tank
industry in Armenia.
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ТOURISM ЕDUCATION AND LABOR MARKET
ANALYSIS OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
Effective organization of tourism education is crucial for the
preparation of qualified and competent professionals in line
with the requirements of the labor market. There are currently
some issues related to education quality and education-labor
market linkage, finding qualified and skilled workforce, easy
self-fulfillment at workplace and a number of other issues.
The purpose of this study was to find out the professional skills
of the tourism sector's specialists and the expectations of the
labor market, the gaps and problems.

SUMMARY OF THE OUTCOMES OF
PARLIAMENTARY HEARINGS ON “THE CAUSES
OF THE RISE IN PRICES OF CERTAIN GOODS AND
POSSIBILITIES OF MITIGATING THE INFLATION”
This research relates to the main factors explaining the
fluctuations in prices in the Republic of Armenia and in
particular, the causes of inflation of certain goods in OctoberDecember, 2017 and January, 2018, analysis of the impact of
households’ purchasing capacity and the provision of necessary
safeguards to mitigate inflation. The research has been carried
out within the frames of the cooperation of AMBERD Research
Center and the Republic of Armenia National Assembly
(Parliament) Standing Committee on Economic Affairs.
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ANALYTICS
From September of 2017, the process of
publishing short analytical reports was
launched with the aim of emphasizing
AMBERD's expertise capacity, expertise
development.
The researchers and experts of AMBERD
Research Center published 33 analytical
reports on main issues of Armenian
economic and social welfare during 2018.
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AMBERD IN NUMBERS
PUBLICATIONS

3 comprehensive research report
1 monograph
scientific articles (10 of which
26 published abroad)
31 analytical statistical reports
33
1 tutorial

analytical reports

EVENTS

8

conferences (3 of which abroad)

3

workshops (2 of which abroad)

4
7
4

MEDIA

4 interview, comment
EXPERTISE OF

2

comprehensive studies carried out
by ministries

7

legislative initiatives

1

international model law project

1

international agreement

BUDGET ($115.6K)

Erasmus+ exchange program
parliamentary hearings
public lecture

STAFF
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Dr. Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert,
“Why Facts and Think Tanks Matter” international forum,

January, 2019, Washington, DC, USA
Ms. Astghik Hovhannisyan, Researcher,
Meeting with Tigran Sargsyan, the Chairman of the Board of the
Eurasian Economic Commission,
December, 2018, Moscow, Russia

Ms. Ruzanna Tadevosyan, Junior Researcher,
Leaders in education programme international (LEPI)
July, 2018, Singapore, Singapore
Dr. Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert,
“‘Belt and Road’ Humanitarian Exchange and Cultural Industry

Cooperation in China” international workshop,
November, 2018, Beijing, China

Dr. Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert,
“Demarsh” TV program,

April, 2018, Yerevan, Armenia

Ms. Shushan Movsisyan, Expert,
Ms. Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior Researcher, PhD,
"Erasmus +" International Training Week,
June, 2018, Athens, Greece
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Ms. Astghik Hovhannisyan, Researcher,

“Developing

a Modern EAEU Development Paradigm in the

”

Context of Global Challenges ,
December, 2018, Moscow, Russia
Dr. Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert,
"Erasmus +" International Training program,
September, 2018, Hasselt, Belgium

Dr. Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert,

“BRICS

”

School

International educational program,

August, 2018, Moscow, Russia

Ms. Gayane Tovmasyan, Senior Researcher, PhD,
8th annual international conference of the Armenian Economic
Association,
June, 2018, Yerevan, Armenia

Ms. Astghik Hovhannisyan, Researcher,
"Challenges for Emerging Economy" summer school,
Dr. Vardan Atoyan, Deputy Director-Senior expert,

August, 2018, Yerevan, Armenia

"Erasmus +" International Training program,
June, 2018, Nicosia, Cyprus
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CONTACT US

Our address
Building N3, 128 Nalbandyan str., 0025, Yerevan, Armenia
Tel: (+37410) 593-429
E-mail: amberd.asue@gmail.com
AMBERD online
www.amberd.am
https://www.facebook.com/asue.amberd/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/amberd-research-center/
https://twitter.com/AmberdCenter

